review of infectious complications of malignant disease and in the treatment of malignant disease. This is thorough and the different infections are arranged to stress their relevant importance.
The self-assessment questions are comprehensive and, in most cases, pose valid and relevant questions. Some questions, however, do not appear to have a definite answer, and it is to be hoped that the American Subspecialty Boards allow for discussion of controversies in medical oncology in which a simple true-or-false or multiple-choice answer is inappropriate. Some of the newer information on responses of a variety of short-term tests to mutagens and carcinogens are presented in this volume, and it is evident that a more critical and analytical approach to the vast amount of data being generated is now being adopted. Much more emphasis is now being placed on understanding the scientific basis for the various short-term tests. There is also a shift of emphasis from an exclusive consideration of tests which will detect only initiators to those which will detect promoters and will respond to epigenetic effects now being reconsidered as possibly involved in carcinogenesis; this new approach being exemplified by the contribution from Radman and his co-workers.
The interesting section on the scientific basis for short-term tests includes a pertinent paper from Green (Sussex) in which the problems of using the Ames test as even a qualitative index of carcinogenicity are discussed; the main problem being how to define a positive result. When attempts are made to use even the well-validated Ames test quantitatively (i.e. to attempt correlations of mutagenic potency with carcinogenic potency) the problems are compounded, and these are lucidly discussed in this paper.
Other papers in the volume deal with interlaboratory reproducibility of various tests, attempts at a classification of experimental evidence to indicate degrees of carcinogenicity, and details of various international collaborative schemes for mutagenicity and carcinogenicity. Overall, a useful update of progress in this rapidly expanding field.
M In the last decade, there has been evidence of a gradual reduction in deaths due to cancer in the under-45 age group. This decrease in the younger age group can be in part attributed to the use of chemotherapy in such disorders as osteosarcoma, ovarian cancer, Hogkin's disease and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. Of all the newer methods of treatment of malignant disease, chemotherapy in solid malignant tumours is one of the most promising.
The 16th In view of the acknowledged poor prognosis of these particular tumours, this book is a timely and important reminder that progress in the management of these diseases is occurring. In each section, the importance of primary surgical treatment, accurate staging, and the use of both adjuvant and primary chemotherapy are stressed. Up-to-date re-
